**TOP 20 Electrical Engineer Interview Questions**

- Why do you want to work as an electrical engineer?
- Why do you want to work for us? Why not one of our competitors?
- Why did you leave your last job?/Why do you plan to leave your present job?
- What motivates you the most in this job?
- Where do you see yourself in five years from now?
- What are your greatest weaknesses?
- What characterize a good boss/colleague from your point of view?
- What is the difference between generator and alternator?
- What is the main difference between high-tension and super-tension cables?
- What are the disadvantages of low frequency?
- What is reforming of VFD?
- Describe a conflict you had with one of your colleagues to progress in your work (with one of your designs).
- Describe a time when you struggled with motivation in job.
- Describe a time when you struggled to communicate something to your boss, colleague, or to a customer. How did you manage to get your message over?
- Describe a difficult decision you had to make in your professional career. How did making this decision affect you?
- Describe a time when you experienced a conflict of your personal and professional interests.
- Describe the biggest failure of your professional career.
- Describe a situation when you were under pressure in work.
- Describe a situation when you went above and beyond with your service.

**Source and answers to the questions:** [https://interviewpenguin.com/interview-for-a-job-of-an-electrical-engineer-learn-how-to-succeed/](https://interviewpenguin.com/interview-for-a-job-of-an-electrical-engineer-learn-how-to-succeed/)